
Peter Lowen Announces Launch of Free
Instagram Mastery Training Course
PERTH, AUSTRALIA, January 30, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Peter Lowen,
entrepreneur, website developer and
author, is pleased to announce the
launch of his new Instagram Mastery
Training Course. Appropriately named
“Instafamous,” the course is completely
free and requires no opt-in. 

“Many people aren’t too sure about
Instagram,” says Lowen. “It’s certainly not
as clear-cut as Facebook, and can be a
bit of a stumbling block. But let me tell
you, Instagram can be a goldmine…if
you know how to use it properly.”

Instafamous is readily available on
Lowen’s website. It includes key
techniques on how to setup an Instagram
account, grow an audience, setup
squeeze pages, collect email addresses
in an autoresponder, and develop
relationships.

“It’s the way to become Instafamous in your niche,” jokes Lowen. “It’s by no means an instant push-
button fix, and you’ll need to put in some time and effort, but it will go a long way in helping clear up
any misconceptions you might have about Instagram.”
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Lowen created the course after following a number of top
marketers, taking their courses, and learning as much as he
could about Instagram over a 6-month period. He also created
5 Instagram accounts for himself and experimented. 

“It ended up costing me thousands of dollars for advertising,”
adds Lowen. “But I sure did learn a lot, and that’s what I’m

sharing in this course.”

The course is approximately 33 minutes long, and includes bonuses that can be downloaded for free:
Instagram Perfect Avatar, Instagram Schedule Planner, Crafting Great Instagram Comments, and an
Instagram DM (Direct Messenger) Template.

About Peter Lowen:

http://www.einpresswire.com


Self-made Australian entrepreneur Peter Lowen quit his “deadbeat” Warehouse Operator job in 2016
and now helps struggling entrepreneurs find online success in a variety of areas with his online
courses. For more information, visit his website at https://peterlowen.com/.

To access Instafamous, check out  https://peterlowen.com/instagram-mastery-course/
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